Mid Term Written Report

Name of the PD researcher:  

Student Number:  

Title of the PhD:  

Name of the Supervisor:  

This is a good opportunity to run through the items in the doctoral training diary and identify potential problems!

This report should include the following elements:

- State of affairs in relation to the research: results obtained and activities planned;
- Publication of the research results and/or mentions at meetings/conferences: By the end of your PhD, you will need:
  - to be main author of at least 1 accepted international publication
  - to have participated actively in an international conference
  - to have presented at least 2 seminars
- Educational supervision already conducted and planned;
- Formal course units already followed and pending. By the end of your PhD:
  - you will need to have followed formal training to an equivalent of 6 ECTS credits
  - of which at least 2 ECTS credits have been dedicated to skills courses
- General time schedule;
- Only for PhD researchers in Engineering Technology who started after 30 September 2017: a status of the first draft of the exploitation plan.

The Supervisory Committee needs to approve this report by sending an email to the doctoral researcher or by signing the attached signature sheet:

The PhD researcher needs to upload this document (including approval emails if applicable) via his/her KULoket tool.

Written report by the PhD researcher:
The PhD researcher needs to upload this form and the signed signature sheet via his/her KULoket tool.
The members of the Supervisory Committee can approve by signing the signature sheet which the PhD researcher downloaded via KULoket or by signing the next page:

Names and signatures of the members of the Supervisory Committee: